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ABSTRACT 

A typical sandwich panel is composed of the upper and lower skins separated by a 
lightweight core, for instance, foams, truss，honeycombs and corrugated cores [1-4]. 
And each kind of cores has various structural forms. For example, the foam cores have 
polymer and metallic ones with open-cell and close-cell ones; the truss cores have 
tetrahedral, pyramidal, 3D Kagome and diamond ones; the honeycomb cores have 
hexagonal, square and triangle ones; the corrugated cores have V-core, X-core, circle-
core, and so on. Moreover they have attractive properties for use as sandwich cores, 
including high specific stiffness and strength, high impact energy absorption, good 
sound damping, electromagnetic wave absorption, thermal insulation and non 
combustibility [5-7]. Just owing to their excellent characteristics and various structural 
forms, sandwich panels are extensively used in the aerospace, building, automobile, 
package, and shipbuilding industries. 

Qatu[8] reviewed recent research advances in the dynamic behaviour of shells from the 
following four aspects: the theory being applied, the analysis method, complicating 
effects and the various shell geometries. Yuan [9] developed a B-spline finite strip 
method for predicting the natural frequencies of vibration and the buckling stresses of 
rectangular sandwich panels. Nayak [10] used two new C0 assumed strain finite element 
formulations of Reddy’s higher-order theory to determine the natural frequencies of 
various composite and sandwich plates. Rao [11] presented a semi-analytical method to 
evaluate the natural frequencies for simply supported, cross-ply laminated and sandwich 
plates by using higher order mixed theory. 

In this work, firstly the natural frequencies for simply supported sandwich panels with 
the periodic honeycomb cores are calculated numerically with the different core size 
and the same volume faction. The computing results show that the dynamic responses 
of sandwich panels depend upon the scale of the core unit cell. With the decreasing of 
the size of the core unit cell, the natural frequencies trend to the numerical and 
analytical solutions when sandwich panels are considered as three-layered plates with 
the effective core estimated by the homogenization method. Secondly, with the upper 



 

and lower skins as non-designable domains, three dimensional configurations of scale-
related sandwich cores with the different size are designed for the natural frequency 
maximization of the sandwich panel. The topology optimization problem is solved by 
the dual optimization scheme. And the quadratic perimeter constraint is employed to 
eliminate checkerboards occurring in the design process. Numerical results show that 
the optimal topology of the core unit cell is influenced by the scale of involved unit cell. 
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